predict in numerical weather models. It is not uncommon that models fail to pinpoint the 59 exact location and timing of precipitation at the surface, along with its intensity and total 60 accumulation, as well as the phase of hydrometeors.
precipitation, one first has to be able to successfully model (up to some precision) 74 longwave and shortwave radiation, the onset and strength of convection, humidity, the 75 microphysics of liquid, solid and mixed phases. One also has indeed to model well the 76 dynamics of the atmosphere so the air density, pressure, wind and the temperature are in 77 the right place at the precise moment.
78
A key property of precipitation is that it can be spatially patchy, in contrast with the 79 variables such as temperature, water vapor content, and wind speed that are either more clouds, collision-coalescence theories suggest that precipitation should take hours to 129 form, yet rain often is produced within timescales of minutes. biases in global models are vastly overrated as a basis for deciding which models have the best predictive power, because of the variety of tuning approaches and metrics chosen 149 for analysis (Schmidt et al., 2017) .
150
Regarding the potential role of precipitation in trend detection, compensating The urge for consistency in reference data has prompted initiatives such as the 
232
Disparities amongst reference precipitation data can also be a strength rather than a 233 weakness in terms of achieving a faithful representation of nature in climate models.
234
When different satellite estimates of rain rate disagree, important information is revealed 
250
The usefulness of precipitation is also apparent when it is compared with its shows that ENSO-driven precipitation exhibits a clearer longer-term change than SST anomalies. Thus, precipitation may be seen as a "better" field to reveal/diagnose/quantify upscaling effect on climate. The more we will get to the higher-resolution and more 374 complex models, the more pressing the need to validate aspects of the circulation that had 375 been disregarded or poorly modeled so far, and this includes precipitation physics at the 376 first place.
377
Finally, it is worth remembering that some of the processes ultimately producing 378 precipitation occur at planetary scales but that some others develop at very small scales 379 (microns). We are unlikely to ever be able to resolve the smallest scales in a weather or 380 climate model. Precipitation will continue to require parameterizations and therefore the 381 resulting precipitation will be highly dependent on the empirical choices and assumptions 382 embedded into these. Therein the likely continuing suitability of this crucial element for 383 life to gauge model performance. 
677
The figure illustrates the ability of the GPM-Core Observatory satellite to map combined 678 GMI radiometer-estimated precipitation rates in a broad 2-D swath with a coincident 679 narrower-swath of 3-D storm structure and hydrometeor phase profiled using GPM DPR. 
697
The number near each bar provide the value of total precipitation and the bar thickness is 698 proportional to this value.
